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CHAPTER II 

-
THE. ADVAITA CONCEPTS OF PRAMA AND · PRAMANA · 

• 

- ,.-. 
Of all the systems of Philosophy ~amimTsa ~nd Vedanta follow 

the Vedas, as closely as possible, they; relying on Sruti coofirmed by 

reason and realisation. But there is a difference between these two systems. 

PurvamTmamsa is a staunch believer in the ceremonial portion or ritualistic · 

portion of the Vedas which is called karmakan~a. while the Advaita Vedanta 

lays the emphasis, and justly so, on the philosophical portion called 

Jninakin~a consisting of the Upanishads. Another poi_nt of difference 

between two systems that the Advaita Vedanta believes in the Vedas 

originated from God while the Mimamsa holdS thatthey are eternal and do 

not depend on any agent. The essential identity with Brahman, the unreality 

of the world etc hav~ been discussed in the Advaita Vedanta. The means of 

··.attaining liberation like hearing, reflection and meditation by the qualified· 

aspirants have been clearly shown. Incidentally, the place of worship 

(upasani) and rites, as preparing the ground for the higher form of practice, 

has been indicated. There is no difficulty in harmonising theSe apparently 

conflicting standpoints. if it is considered that the scriptures provide different 

ways of approach to the Highest Truth according to the tern perament and 

capacity of the aspirant. As the one and_ indivisible Brahman appears through 

the veil of maya, the manifold universe will disappear at the momenta person 

realiseS his indentity with Brahman an identity that has never been lost. 
. j . 

·In indian Philosophy four types of human end is accepted. These 

human pursuits are righteousness (dharma), wealth or property (arrha), 

object, of desire (kama) and liberation (mok~a). Among these, liberation 

(mo~a) is considered as Supreme human end because it alone is eternal. 

The eternalitYof.liberation is sanctioned by Srutitexts- 'na sapunaravartate' 

i.e it does not return (Chandagyopanisad- viii, xv. 1). On the other jhand, 

the other three that are called trivarga are known as transitory by direct , 

means o! knowing (pratyak~a) or from the Sruti tax~ - 'Tadyatheha karmacito 

/okah ksiyate, evamavamutra p.unyacito lokah ksiyata' i.e., as in this world . . ~ . . 
the comforts attained through one's labour are exhausted, so in the other 

world the comforts achieved through one's good actions are exhausted 
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, ( Chandagyopanisad- viii. 1.6). The transitories of wealth (artha) and desire 

(kama) is known through perception. But so far as righteousness (dharma) 
is concerned, it cannot be perceived due to its imperceptible character. 

Hence, the transitoriness of it is known through the above-mentioned Sruti 

- texts. When it is said - 'kSfns punye punah martalokain viS anti' i. s, an . . . . 
individual again enters the mortal world through the expiry of the result of 

his good deed,..it also suggests the same conclusion that righteo~ness 

(dharma) is also noneternal in nature. 
In order to to get rid of this world and worldly suffering it is always 

advisable to attain th·e Supreme human pursuit called liberation or mokf!a. 

This attainment of liberation (rno~a) presupposes the knowledge of the 
external world which has to be transcended. For this reason Dharmar8j~ 

Adhvarindra has dealt with the instrument of valid cognition (pramiiJa). 

That which is the means of valid cognition is called Pram~a. The concept 

of pram8J:la would become inconceivable if the concept of valid cognition 

(pram B) is not properly understood. That is why, the definition of Pram a i.e. 

valid cognition is put forth by Dharmaraja Adhvarlndra at the outset of his 

epistemological work -· Vsdantaparibha~a. 1 

Dharmaraja Adhvarlndra has provided two definitions of valid 

cognition (Prama) after keeping the long-drawn controversy among the 

philosophers of different schools of Indian Philosophy regarding the validity 

of memory (sm_rtJ) in viewj. He has not expressed his own opinion regarding 

this controversial issue. He simply gives two definitions of valid cognition 
. ~ 

.. (pram8) :one excluding memory (sm!tivya'V!tt~m) and another including 

memory (sm_rtisadhirBIJa). 
It would not be uncalled for here to say a few lines on the arguments 

in favour of the invalidity of memory before going to discuss the Advaita 

concept of prama. Generally memory (smrtl) is defined as 
. - - ' """- . 

'samskaramatrajanayam jnanam' {the cognition arising out of the impression 

alone).· The element of impression (samskara) is inevitable for each and 

every manifestation of.knowledge, but all are not memory. Most of the cases 

are recognitive. When ajar is known as such, it is known throligh the light 

of past experience which generated an impression in our mind. Hence, 
'V- . • fV 11.4 

Pratysbhijna (recognitive cognition) is Samskirajanyam jnam (i.e. cognition ,..... 

generated through impression). 

Dharmaraja Adhvarlndra in his Vadantaparibha~a has dealt at length 
on the definitions of valid cognition (pram a). He was completely aware of 

.~ 
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the controversies on the status of recollective cognition or memory or smrti 

in th~ realm of cognition. The Indian thinkersdiffer·· ~egar.ding its validity .. · 

Most of the Indian thinkers d6 not want to give a status of valid cognition to. 

memory on account ofthe fact that incase of memory there is ~he chance of 

mistake. It has already been said that the memory is always generated by· : 

impression 'alooe' (samskaramatrajariya).ln Tarkasaingraha the term 'malTa~ 
has been explained as 'generated by impression not being· caused by 

· something other than the impression' (sainskaretarajanyatve sati 
samskarajanyatvam)2• It is true that impression serves the function of . 

recognising an object. When we recognise a jar as such, it is known through 

the impression of the earlier experien9e of a jar. No determinate cognition 
. w ~ 

· (savikalpakajnana) is possible without the help of· earlier impression 

· (samskara). Hence, _this type· of cognition is recognitive cognition . 

(pratyabhijna) which is completely different from memory. Though some of .. 

the later thinkers have given thought in favour of the validity of memory,· 

Dharmaraja did not want to enter into--the complications initially. Hence, he 
. . 

did not ..provide ~ny-epinion of his own regarding the validity of memory. He. 

had star ted his philosophical drscussion on the concept of valid cognition 

(prama) in a very integrated Waf. He respectfully mentioned both the 

definitions after 'honouring the views of both the philosophers who accept 

or do not accept memory as a valid cognition. In this connection he did not 

pass his own judgement. . . . / 

The first definition which excludes memory from the purview of the. 

valid cognition runs as· follows . : 'pramatvamanadhi- · · 
gatavadhitiuthav~ayakainanatvain'. that is, a valid cognition is a cognition · 

having some object as its content which is unacquired (anadhigata) an~ 
uncontradicted (avadhita)3• It is said that each ~nd every valid cognition is 
primarily a cognition. But this cognition must have an object as its content 

(arthav~ayaka). It may be argued that if there is a cognition, it must be a 

cognition of something. In other words, 'cognition' means 'cognition of'. 

Generally there cannot be a cognition without any content (av~ayaka). If it 

is so, the term 'arthavi~ayaka'incorporated in the definition is superfluous. 

In response to this problem Dharmaraja Adhvarindra is of the opinion that, 

so far as the Advaita Vedanta is cqncerned, cognition is of two types - having 

some content ( sav~ayaka) and having no content ( avi~ayaka). As Brahman 
• IV • • 

is knowledge, Bliss and lnfinitute (satyam jnanam anantam brahma), 

Brahman is equivalent to knowledge etc. Hence, it is knowledge, but having 
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no content. Because this is not 'the knowledge of Brahman· •. but Brahman 

itself is knowledge. That which is in the form of knoWledge is the embodiment 

. of knowledge which haS .. no content. Apart from this there is another.type of 

· eognition ·which apprehends the objects existing in the mundane world. 

· .. Hence. such cognition is not a bare cognition but 'cognition of something'. 

· When we have a cognition of a jar etc, it is savisayaka or having a content 
. . . ·-

like jar etc. The definition of valid cognition under consideration covers the . 

cognition of the objects .. existing in the empirical world. The transcendental · 

cognition does not .come under the purview of this definition. In order to prove. 

this or in order exclude such knowledge from the purview of pram a the term 

'arthav~ayaka' is included in the definition. Because it is the definition of . 

valid cognition.qf the objects that are ~vailable in the empirical world:' 

Now the question may arise as to the significance of ~he te(m· . 

>'anadhigatEI i.e. unacquired as an adjunct of the object. In fact, .this term has 
been used only to exclude. memory from the purview of valid cognition. The . 

unacquired object is that which is novel or new, but not the repetition of th.e 

earlier cognition which is already acquired (adhigata). · 

. If this is accepted, there would arise the prOblem of recognition of the 

earlier object as having such and such characteristics. In ·the case· of 

determinate cognition (savikalpakaj(iima) we can recognise an object as such 

. through the ·light of the past impression gathered ,from . the experience. 

Moreover, when we keep looking tgwards an object for a period of time, it is 
·.·. a. cv . 

. called persistent cognition (dhirivfhikajnana). If the adjunct 'anadhigata'is · 
kept in fact, such type of cognition would not come under the jurisdiction of. 

valid cognition (prwni). If it is not taken as valid cognition, how can our day . 

. to day behaviour be explained ? Because, determinate. cognition is inevitable 

for our daily behavioUr arid persistent cognition is also a eommon phenomenon . 

in our practical life. Hence, it iS very difficult to our common sense to believe 

that these cognitions are not valid or these are illusory. 

In response to .. the above mentioned problem, Dharmar8ja offers a 
.suggestion.To him the term ··anadhigata'(unacquired) does not.create any 

·problem of the above mentioned type. To him each and every piece of 

cognition is new due to having difference of spatia-temporal factors. When 

. we keep looking towards an Object for a few moments, it is new in each and 

every moment, because a moment becomes a qualifier or differentiating factor 

from others. When a jar is cognised at the first moment, it is not repeated in 

the secood, because the second moment is the adjunct which differentiates 
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it from the first one. In the same way, the object seen in the third moment is 

differentiated from the e~rlier ones due to having this particular span of 

time i.e. third moment. In thiswEtJ, each and every cognition belonging to a 

. ;persistent knowledge is· to be taken as- 'new', •novel· _or unacquired ·

(anadhigata).5 -

There is another significant term avadhita (uncontradicted) in the 

definition of valid oognition (prams) given by Dharmaraja Adhvarlndra. It is 

said that~y kn~ledge.which is contradicted by th.esubsequent knowledge 

is called vadhita.the cognition of an object which is not contradicted is called 

. avadhita: When a snake is known as such, it is called avadhita. When the 

same snake is known in the_ place of rope, it is called vadhita .. The valid 

cognition should have an object as its content which must be uincontradicted. 
. ~ -

It may otherwise be exj!>_lained as foDows. 'When a snake is known as 

such, it is uncontradicted which is explained by the Naiyayikas as a tadvati 

. tatprakirakam jilimam i.e., the piece of cognition where something remai~ .... 
a qualifier in an object in which that something really exists. That is, when 

an objec_t called 'X' is known to be X when there is really the object 'X'. In 

the same WEtf, it can be said that a cognition having snakeness as a qualifier 

in an object where there really a snake is (sarpatvavati sarpatvaprakarakam ""- . . . . . . 
jnanam); lf,on the. other hand, there is the knowledge of a snake in a piece 

of rope where there is no snake at· all (sarpatvabhavavati 

sarpatvaprskarakam jninain), it is called contradicted cognition 0.. false 

cognition ( a/JrEima) . . 

- In order to distinguish a valid cognition from the invalid one) the term 

avadhitais incorporated as"an adjunct of object. 

· It may be _argued that the whole world becomes contradicted to an · -

individual who realises the self. The whole world is nothing but the · 

manifestation of Brahman or self as evidenced in the Sruti: 'sarvam 

kha/vidam. Brahms'' Tasya bhasa sarvamidain vibnati'. When an individual 

realises this, he becomes identical with Self. Hence, each and every object 

loses its individual identity and seems to be manifestation of Self. It is said 

in the initial mantra of the lsopan~ad that the whole world is covered by 

Consciousness. In other words, whatever found in the· phenomenal world is 

nothing but the manifestation of the Self ( Jsavasyamidam sarvam yat kincJ' 
jagatyam jaga~. -

- As ontologicafly there is no dualaity, one feels one's existence i_n every 

object of the world. Hence, there cannot be any exploitation of others and 



one should not feel greedy toWards others' properties~ There is a state when 
there is enj<>Yment through renunciation ("t8na tyaktena bhuniltha ma grdhah 

· kasyasviddhanam• (1st mantra of lsopanisad). · · 
. . 

·If this situation prevails, no object is known as having individual 
- . . - - - . . . . 

characteristic ~~ the mcm.ifesta~on of Brahman or Self.-When a jar etc 
· are known as 5etf (but not as a ~ .te), they are contradicted by the 
knowledge of Brahman. Hence no cognition .is ·possible which remains 
uncontradicted (avadhita). Why is the term incorpOrated in the definition? In 
reply Dharmaraja has argued that in the transcendental stage all cognitions 
are contradicted by the knowledge of Brahman. Hence. the phenomenon of 
'uncontradiction' is not available at all. In order to remove such problem 
Dharmaraja has opined that.the incorporation of the term avadhitasuggests · 
that. such cognition is limited to the phenomenal world (vyavahirikajagaf) 

but not to the transcendental world. The qu9$tion of object of knowledge 
com&S if there is duality or subject-object-relatiOnship. This duality remains 
under the purview of the phenomenal world.6 

I 
-_ The term 'anadhigata'means 'unacquired' ~'novel'. Actually the term 

has been incorporated in order to exclude memory-cognition from the purview 
of thevalid cognitiO_!l, Which is indicated by the term smrtiv/frtta.7 Though 
Dharmaraja Adhvarindra did not pass any judgement of his own regarding 
the tenability of the memory as a valid cognition, it is assumed that he was 
in favour of not accepting memory as a valid cognition. This assumption is. 
grounded on his mention of. the above~mentioned definition and its 
substantiation throughsOJT)earguments. The term 'anadhigata'means 'that 
which is n~t acquired earlier'. That Which is not acquired earlier is called · 
'novel'. It must apprehend something new, which was not known before. 
Recollection is the memory of an object, which was perceived earlier. It does 
not add any thing new .to our knowledge. It is simply reproduction of the 
previous perception. So it should not be regarded as strictly valid cognition. 
To them valid cognition acquaints us with something new. In other words, 
novelty is a characteristic feature of truth. From this the memory-cognition is 
excluded from the purview of valid cognition, no doubt, but it also excludes .., . 
the recognitive cognition (pratyabhijna). Memory-cognition is generated 
through our earlier impression alone (samskaramatrajanya) while 
recognitive cognition is caused by the impression of the past experience 

.. 
:.::.:. 
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associated with the presence of the object (samskarajanya but not 

samskaramatrajanya). If it said that the object of the cognition is anadhigata - . . . . 

i.e. not known earlier, it excludes both memory and recognitive cognition, 

bec~se recognitive cognition is not anadhigata but acquired earlier. If 

memory-cognition is accepted as_ invalid, there _is some justification as the 

content is·not verifiable· due to the absence of it. Due to its non-verifiability 

there- is every chance of committing mistake or acquiring a mistaken 
. v 

cognition. Hence, there is ·no guarantee that such cognition (pratybhijnii) 

would -be veridical. But so far as recognitive cognition_ (pratybhQni), is 

concerned it is not at all invalid, becauSe it can ·help us to lead our day-to

day behaviour~ AS the term anadhigata is incorporated in the definition, it 

cannot justify the recognitive cognition, as it is ~lready.acquired (adhigata) 

and hence not new. 

Keeping the earlier_ objection in view. Dharmaraja Adhvarindra 

perhaps has tried to justify the lokavyavaharai.e. day-to-day behaviour in 

- the light of persistent cognition (dharavahikajnina), which does not solve 

·.the real problem. To him· an object known for_ a period of time is .·called 

persistent cognition of the same. When we keep looking at the table for 
- . , 

example, it is not the same object· seen for a period of time but it is, different 

in different moment. The table seen in the first moment is completely different 

from that seen in the second moment. In the same Wftf, the table in the second 

moment is different from that occurring in the third. To him it is the temporal 

fact6r, which differentiates one from the other. Hence, an object existing in 

each and every momentis completely new (anadhigata), but not repeated 

- wJ:Iat is already acquired ( adhigata). 8 

· This justification cannot really solve the earlier problem of recognitive _ 

cognition. If each and every object is temporally different from each other 

and if it is new; how is an. object recognized as identical in other occasion ? 
If it is accepted that each and every object·~~-.::.·) is new or unacquired I it will 

lead to the non-acceptance of recognition or recognitive cognition, which is 

accepted a$ valid in Advaita Vedanta system. In other words, this definition 

does not cover such recognitive cognition and hen/ce there arises the defect 

of avya,Otihere. _If it is accepted that, though an object is different in different 

moment, and hence new, there are some similarities between two pieces of 

cognition which make the recognition possible, these two pieces of cognition 

cannot be taken as completely new or novel de to having some old characters 

in it. When a jar is recognized as a jar in the light of the old one, it may be 

. ) 
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said that the new is completely different from the old one as this occupies 

different time in compare to the old one, which also occupied a different 

time. When a particular sword used byTipu Sultan, as for exampfe, is seen 

by ari individual in the museum and apprecepted as 'This· is that sword 

· used by 11pu Sultan', how is the old sword used byl1pu Sultan recognized 
. as such ? The sword used by Tipu Sultan and seen by me belongs to 

different time and hence they should be used as new oi novel ( ansdhigata). 

But if it is so, how is the recognition of the sword used by Tipu Sultan 

possible ? IUs a fact that the recognition is possible and this recognition 

presupposes some sort of identity between them. If identity is there or if 

some identical features are there, these are not different or new though they 

belong to different time-span. Rather it would be a happier expression if it is 

said as acquired or . adhigata.lf the acquiredness of such cognition of sword 

· used byTipu Sultan is not accepted, the question ofits recognition does not 

· . arise at all. Hence the term anadhigata as an adjunct to the object cannot . 

justify all types of valid cognitions. 

· Dharmaraja Adhvarfndra has already described _such type of 

recognitive cognition as indeterminate perceptual cognitions 

(nirvikalpakapratya~f1!a). It ·is paradoxical to the ·Advaitins that they have 

accepted unacquired or: new cognition as a valid cognition (pram a) on the 
one hand and nirvikalpaka-perceptual cognition on the other. The acce-ptance 
of one • is contradictory'to another. The _Advaitins have given two examples 

of such cognition-one from the se~~iif['~orld and another from the Vedic 

· text. 0 'This· is that Devaaatta' (so'yi;fi{dsvadatta!J) is from the· secular world 

which points to the recognitive cognition, as the· present Devadatta is 

identified with the past Devadatta. In other words, there is an identity between 

the consciousness limited by Devadatta and the consciousness limited by 

the mental mode in the form of Devadatta as our inner organ called 
. . 

antahkarB[}a goes out of the body and assumes the form of Devadatta.10 

Though the present Devadatta and past Devadatta .. :.-", -=·1tf ::~...L:::'iic.:· are 

different in terms of time and though they are not completely identical yet 

there is an essential identity (svarupa-gatatadatmya) between them, which 

entails that they are not completely unacquired (anadhigata). The example 
cited from the Upani~adic text bears the same import. The Mahavakya -

7attvamasi' (Thou art That )signifies the essential identity between two - . 

'Thou' (tvam) and 'That' (ta~ i.e., Brahman or Atman. Both are taken to be 

different due to having the specific characters in them. The former has got 
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· an ,atomic ( ~u) power while the latter is endowed with all~pervasive power 

-- (vibhu). In spite. of this an identity between them is asserted from the 

·.standpoint of essence (svariipagata). In this case,· there is the identification 

of the knower referred by the term 'thou' and the object referred to by the 

-term 'That'. 11 In this case also the phenomenon of anadhigatatva does not 

exist, leading ·to the falsity of the nirvikalpaka~ ·cognition or recognitive 

cognition. If such nirvikalpaka-cognition is proved .as falsified, it would lead 

to the falsity of the Mahivakya which is suicidal to the Advaitins. For, the 

· · import of the Mahavakyas makes a platform to realize the Ultimate Reality . 

. The falsity of the Mahavakyas leads to .the falsity of the whole metaphysical 

presuppositions. Hence, the term anadhigata creates confusion in the 

AdvaitaVedanta system of Philosophy and it should be excluded from the 

. definition. Moreover, the sentence 'Tattvamasi'(Thou art That) is taken as 

an example ofjahadajahallaksana(i.e., a /aksaniwhich partly forsakes and 
. . . . . -

acceptS its primary meaning) according to some Advaitins. In this sentence 
. -

the absolute identity between an individual being Uiva) and Brahman is 

rejected and essential identity between them is aceepted. By virtue of being 

a specific type of La~B!Jithe sentence provides us a valid cognition. though . 

. the character of being anadhigata is notthere.12 Hence, the exclusion of the 

. term may easily be recommended from this standpoint also. 
' ' - . . 

Dharmarija Adhvarindra has made an effort to justify the fact of being 
' ' 

· unacquired by introducing ttte concept,,of persistent cognition 

(dharav8hika/nana).13 . To consider a pieqej~():~ognition as·. occupying a· 

mom en tis an attempt to justify the theory of momentariness as accepted by 

the Buddhists. The Buddhists are _consistent in propagating the theory of 

· momentariness, as they believe in the theories of svalaksana, no-soul or 
' . . 

permanent entities like samanya etc. For the Advaitins such a theory of 

momentariness is not at all supportable because the Advaitins belie\te in 

. the existence of permanent Self but not in sva/ak~BIJB etc. As the Advaitins 

have accepted a different set of presuppositions, the theay of momentariness 

does not find its entry in the Advaita framework. When the Advaitins formulate 

the theor'ies of the perceptuality of cognition of an object 

'uninagatapratyak~a) and the perceptuality of object (vi_sayagatapratyak~a), 
they recommend the amalgamation of different limiting adjuncts (upadh1) 
of the Consciousness like vi~ayacaitanya (the Consciousness limited by 

object), pram8f:1acaitanya (Consciousness limited by mental mode) etcY 

How can an amalgamated situation be a momentarY one ? Even if it is 

.. 
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accepted as momentary, how can it be known as perception of a jar or the 

perception ofthe cognition of ajar? All these problems remain unresolved if 

the term • anadhigata' is not withdrawn from the definition. 
. ' ' , 

. The famous commentary SikhfMnS[Ji has raised some pf these 

problems. To him the term 'anadhigata' does not mean that some thing is not 

caused by impression ( sarhskara), but he would like to suggest that memory

cognitiOn is caused by the impression and there does not arise any question 

of over coverage to such cognition. Those who believe in the instrumentality 

. of a sign admit that in an inferential cognition sadhya is inferred through a 

sign, which is in the form of impression, and hence a sign seen earlier is 

recognized elsewhere with the help of impression. From this one can raise_ 

a question ofthe defect of avyiipti to all the cases·of inferential cognition 

(anumitimatr9) and also to the case of recognitive cognition (pratyabhijna) . 
. As all entities excepting Brahman are illusory according to the Advaitins~ 

they are caused by the impression of earlier experience and hence the 

· definition of prams cannot be applied there due_ its lack of novelty 

(anadhigata) in them .In the like manner, any type of illusorycognition.does 

not come under the purview of the_ valid cognition through the insertion of 

the term 'anadhigata'and there arises a cosntingency of losing the import of. · 

· ._the term 'avadhita'incorporated in the definition. Dharmar8ja Adhvarindra, 

· however, has tried to give an explanation of the term 'anadhigata', which 

. '-':"'.also cannotsolve the problems raised earlier. The term 'anadhigata'means · 
· · .~b~~~~;~~ething having an object invariably; which is not. the property of something 

' . . . . ' 

~xisting in the immediate preceding moment .. (Anadhigatatvam ca 
svavyavahitapurvaksanaiJrttidharmavisayavisayakatvBna niyatatvain).15 Let 

. ' . . - .. . 
us explain this with the help of an example following the line of Ma_niprabha. · 
Here the term 'svtJ stands for the cognition of a jar. The property existing in · 

the immediate preceding moment is the cognition of cloth etc., the object of 

which is tne cloth etc. The cognition in the form of a jar is endowed with the 

substratumness determined by the contentness of a jar, which is different ,., 
from the . cloth etc. { 'svamayam ghats iti Jnanam . . "" 
tasmadavyavahitapurvaksanavrttidharmah patah ityadijnanatm.ako 
dharm astasya visa yah p ~t"adi;tadbhinnagha t~vis ayakatvaniriipita-- . . . ,., . . 
dhikaranatavattvamayam ghata iti jnane iti laksanasamanvayah). 16 There is 

. .. . . . -
the cognition of X which is endowed with the substratum ness determined by 

having the contentness of X which is completely different from Y etc. whose 

property is in the form of cognition of Y etc. remaining in the immediate 
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. _preceding moment. In other words, an object is known as having-

substratumness determined by having the contentness of that particular 
object which is different fiom another ·eognition having an object occurring 

. in the preceding moment. If there is the ·cognition of X endowed with the 
substratum ness determined· by having the contentness of X which is 

completely identical with the X occurring in the previous preceding moment, 
it would be taken as adhigata (acquired) as · opposed to anadhigata ( 

unacquired). Even if this interpretation of anadhigatatva is taken into account, 

memory-cognition can be excluded from the purview of pram a, but not other 
. types of cognition like recognitive cognition etc. Because, in the case of 

recognition etc. the same object remains in the preceding moment or earlier 
- than this. On account of this the phenomenon of recognition is possible. The · 

·problems raised earlier rem &in unresolved even the new interpretation' of 
the term anadhigata is taken into account If such definition is accepted for 

. . 

granted, the cognition in the form of Brahman being alone real the cognition 

· of a jar etc becomes illusory and hence there arises the defect of avyapti, 

which cannot be removed resulting in 1he· lack of usefulness of the term 

anadhigatainserted in the definition.lt may be argued that as valid memory~ 

cognition leads- us always' to the·. successful inclination 

(niyatasamvidipravrttl), i_t comes under the purview of prama (valid 

- cognition) and hence it bein~ a defiendum. of a valid cog_nition cannot be 

said that it leads to the probability of the uselessness ~f. the term anadhigata. 
In response to this it is said that the term serves the purpose of excluding 
the use of something which is the qualifier of being a valid cognition other 

than the previouslym~ntioned one i.e. right memory-cognition. Under such 
·circumstances the validity· of. the capability. of successful inclination 
(sainvadipravrttyupa-yuktapramanyam) would not be determined as a . - . . 

criterion of valid cognition. In order to indicate this, the adjunct anadhigata 

in the definition is justified. In other words, the fact of successful inclination 
of cognition presupposes its previous cognition, which is certainly adhigata 
in character. The mention of the term anadhigata at least removes the 
possibility of excluding successful inclination as a criterion of valid 
cognition. 17 In this connection it may be said that if such case is excluded 
with use of the term anadhigata, what is the utility of another term avadhita 

inserted in the definition ? 
In response to this Dharmaraja AdhvarTndra has inserted the term 

avadhita as an adjunct of object, which entails that the cognition of an object.f 
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existing in the phenomenal world i.e. in the transmigratory state must not be 

contradicted or sublated by the latter cognition in th~ phenomenal i.e. in the 

· transmigratory state but not in the transcendental. level. It impli~faotual 
" . 

consis_t~ncy or agreement with given ~cts, which have an empirical reality. 

The Advaita Vedanta recognizes the empirical reality of the world, but not its 

ontological reality. The knowledge of'plurality as found in the phenomenal 

level is contradicted by the intuition of identity of the Absolute. The term 

avadhi~ can test the truth of an object in the empiricallevel.18 The insertion 

of the term avadhita again creates some philosophical confusion in this . 

context. How can an object be adjudged as uncontradicted ? If there is 

cognition in.the form: 'It is raining outside', the question may be raised how 

the truth-value of such sentence can be determined. Definitely we have to 

look outside whether the incident described in the sentence is true or false, 

which will go in favour of paratahpriiminyavada not accepted by the . . 
Advaitins. As they believe in the svat~pr8m8J:yavada (i.e., the extrinsic 

validity of truth), the enquiry of the truth of a sentence cannot be experience

independent. If it is said --'The sentence is either true or raise', it can easily 

be said that the sentence is true without going out of the sentence i.e., 

intrinsically true. It is stated by Dharmaraja Adhvarindra that the validity is 

intrinsically known. The meaning of term svata~is as follows. The cOllocation 

of causes, which can reveal the object existing in it, can also reveal its validity 

if and only if there is the absence . of defect.19 The substratum of it is the 

knowledge of vrtti or mental m:9de: which can reveal the witness (saks'f. If 
• •< '· -

the cogniti<m of vrttiis apprehended, it can apprehend the validity of it also. 

· It haS already been said that the various transformations of antahkaranah or . . . 
mind are called V[tti. As this V[ttiis known through the witness, the validity 

existing in it is also known through the same witness. It may be argued that 

if it is accepted that the validity is svata!J, there does not arise any question 

of the doubt of validity. Because in each and every case witness will reveal 

the knowiedge of V[tti resulting in the knowledge of intrinsic validity. Under 

this situation there does not arise any question of the doubt of validity, which 

is contrary to the fact. In fact, we generally feel the doubt of validity. The 

previous sentence is not like this and hence the truth-value of such sentence 

can be determined extrinsically; which goes in favour of paratal)
pram'it~yavsda, which is not accepted by the Advaitins leading to a 

paradoxical situation. In response to this objection the Advaitins may rejoin 

that ~the term avadhita is incorporated in order to remove the defect of 
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ativyapti ( over coverage) to an illusory cognition of an indeterminate object 

( anirvacahfyavi~ayabhrame' tivyaptiv8r8[)8rthamuktamavadhiteti). In spite 

of this the problem cannot be solved. What is to be understood by the term 
. -

anirvacaniyavi~aya'? The object, which is inexpressible through language, 
--·-··---- ------- . 

does not come under the ·purview of contradiction· ( vadhitatva). If an object is 

mistaken as an indeterminate object, there is a chance of taking it as valid 

cognition. In order to exclude such cognition from the purview of valid 

cognition~ the term avadhita has been incorporated. If cognition is without 

any description, there does not arise any question of contradiction 

(vadhitatva). In this connection it can be said that an indeterminate cognition 

is neither true nor false due to the absence of proper desaiption. On account 

of this it is very difficult to say that there is vadhitatva or avadhitatva. Even if 

it is accepted that the term anirvacaniya is taken in the sense of some 

indescribable phenomena that are unseen iri character, the term avadhita 

·does not stand in the eye of logic. Ma[Jiprabha further adds that when an 

individual is having an illusory cognition, the cognition of the earlier object 

seen in different space is acquired and hence there is the l~ck of the cognition 

of an object, which is not known earlier. As the C<?"tent of an .illusory cognition 

· . remains acquired due to the absence of the content, which is unacquired in 

nature, the adjunct anadhigata does not remain here. In order to exclude 

such cognition from the purview of valid cognition the term avadhita is 

inserted in the definition.21 The previously mentioned problem canot be 
. . ~ 

resolved even if this term is incorporated for this purpose for the reason 

mentioned earlier. 

Again the term 'arthavi~syaka'. generates some problems in the 

following manner. The term literally means 'having some object as its contenr 

of cognition. A question may be raised as to the incorporation of the term· 

'artha' as an adjunct to object (vi:Saya). The vi~ayaka means a cognition 

having an object, which is characterized by the adjuncts anadhigata and 

avadhita. Hnece there is no justification for incorporating the term artha; 

rather it leads us to a kind of tautology. The expression 'the cognition must 

have an object as its contenr means 'the cognition must have an object.' 

The.term 'as its content' (artha) is, I think, superfluous, because an object 

always remains in cognition without being its content. In the phenomenal 

level the knowledge means knowledge of something. Hence the term 

'vi?ayaka' instead of arthavi.?ayakawould have been more justified. Through 

the insertion of the term Brahman that is Knowledge having no object 

f· 
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. ( avisayaka) can easily be excluded from the purview of the definition. which . . . 
is meant for the. knowledge of the phenomenal objects. However, one 

. justifiQation maybe offered in favour of the Advaitins. In this connection, the 
term 'visayaka' is not to be taken as 'having some object'. but as 'having 

' . . -

some relation with'. From this the term 'arthav~ayaka'would mean 'having 
some relation with contenr. In other words, the vi:'ayatain -this particular 
context existS in the content, which is technically called arthanisthavisayata. . . . 
Visayati generally exists in three places in the qualificandness called 
v/sesyatanisthavisayati, in the qualaifierness called 

vise~anata~istha;isayata and in the relationness called 

sans~rgatanisfh~visaYata. By the term 'arthavisayaka'Dharmaraja wants to . . •. . 
mean that the contentnessexists in the qualificandness in the form of artha 
(artharopavises}latanisth~visayati). As the term visayais taken in the sense 

. . . . . . . 

of a relation, there is no scope of the defect of tautology. 

- In -another ·way the problem may be solved. If external picture tallies 

with what is described in the sentence, it is true . If otherwise, it is false. In 

this WaJ, the validity of truth is deter mined. This method is called para tal)
primanya or extrinsic validity of truth, which~ advocated by the Nyiya
VaiSesika philosophers, Buddhists etc. But the Advaitins believe in the . . \ . " 
intrinsic validity (svatahprimanya) of truth as their" philosophy is Sruti-

dependent. Whatever s~d in the Sruti or Agama is not always verifiable. 
Hence, a they are to be taken as true ab initio. Moreover, Srutior Agama 

. ~l : 
can never be fallible as they are apauru~eya or not competed by ordinary 
human beings. Hence they have no other alternatives than to accept their 
validity without any verification. 

Let us come to the earlier problem of Avadhitatva ie, 
. uncontradictftness. If truth is ascertained initially or intrinsically, it is to be 
presumed as avadhita, because there is no scope to test its 
uncontradictedness. If we would like to attain a confirmed cognition of its 
uncontradicted character, we have to wait for sometime to see whether our 
experience can contradict the cognition or not. If the property of being· 

uncontradicted is verified in terms of experience, it comes under 
paratahpramanyavada i.e. the theory of extrinsic validity of truth which is . . 
not ontologicafly accepted by the Advaitins. . 

In order to avoid such complications Dharmaraja Adhvarlndra 
emphatically says that the validity of truth must be determined intrinsically 
(svata~). The intrinsic nature is explained in the following manner. wm!., a 
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cognition is known to be valid through the roliocation of causes through which 

· an ·object existing in self in the form of V[tti is known if and only if there is an 

·absence ... of defect (svatograhyanca do~abhavs satiyava_tsviSrayagrBhaka

samagrigriihyatvam). In Advaita Vedanta system our inner organ 

(antahkarana) goes out of the body and assumes the shape of the object . . ' 

which is called V[tti (mental mode) just as water flowing through canal etc 

assumes the form of canal etc. An object In the form of a mental mode is 
-~ ' 

known"the validity of the mental mode is known simultaneously, which is 

called svataJ:pramSJ:ya. In this connection, it should always be borne in mind 

that the phrase - 'dosabhavs sati' (being associated with the absence of . ' 

defect) is very much significant. The causal collocation -i.e, sa~T etc of an . 

object in the form of mental mode can also reveaHts validity if there is no 

em pediment in the form of defects like too much proximity (atisamlpya), too 

much remoteness (atiduratva), miopia etc. 

If there are cenain defects then there may arise the doubt of validity .. 

Validity would follow automatically or intrinsically.if there is the absence of 

defects and if there is an awareness of an objecrs own locus i.e, vrtti or 

mental mode giving no scope to entertain the doobt of validity. In the ~e of 
A 

doubt the cognition of mental mode is apprehended through witness, but 

there does not arise the cognition of validity due to having defect related to 

doubt.22 · 
. . 

It may be argued that how the invalidity of cognition (apramanya) is 
possible. In response to .this it is said oy'Dhramaraja that the invSJidityof a 

cognition is not caused by the collocation of conditions through which the . 

. cognition is originated~ because it would be unduly extended to the valid 

cognition also. If the same collocation of conditions responSible for the 

origination of a particular cognition is accepted as cause of both the validity 

and invalidity of cognition, it would be very difficult to differentiate between 

pramanya(validity} and apramanya(invalidity} of a cognition. If this criterion 

is accepted then the valid cognitiOn would come under the purview of aprama. 

In other words, there would arise the possibility of invalidity to the valid 

cognition also if the above-mentioned criterion is taken for granted. Hence it 

is better to accept that the invalidity is always caused by some defect.23 

Now we may turn to our previous problem regarding the justifiability of 

inserting the term 'avadhita'as an adjunct of arthai.e~ object which becomes 

the content of cognition. From the interp.retation of svata!Jpramarwa( intrinsic 

validity) given above we shall have no problem of accepting intrinsic validity 
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of truth even though the term avadhita is-inserted in the definition. As per 

the interpretation given earlier an. object is to be taken as avadhita or 

uncontradicted if no defect ( dof!a) is found on the way of our understanding. 

. If there were any defect, the object would be taken as contradicted or vadhita 
leading to the invalidity (aprama!lya) of the cognition. When an object is 

apprehended, we shall have to be careful about the fact that there is the 

absence of defects (da~abhava), which is the precondition of knowing the 

validity of the cognition. Otherwise it is to be taken as invalid. In this way all 

- the problems may be solved. 

· If the Advaita view on Prams is reviewed carefully, it would 

-correspond to the Western theory of coherence. We may give a brief account 

of the four theories regarding truth according to the West. 

According to a view, the·truth of knowledge depends on its practical 

value .. That which enjoins us with the practical object is called a right · 

cognition. In other words, the cognition which leads us to serve some purpose 

or end-in-view is called a right one (yata5caarthasiddhil} tat samyag/niinain
Nyayabindu). It is supported mainly by the Buddhist logicians like 

Dharmakirti. To him the right cognition is that which reveals an object and 

leadsto serve some purpose or succesful inclination (Tatah arthakriya-
. . ' . 

- ~ . "'- . -
samartha-vastu-pradarsakam samyagjnanam- Nyayabind~. In the West 

such theory is called pragmatic theory. A cognition of an object is said to be . 

true if it gives rise to serve some end technically called arthakriyakan. The 

cognitions of sky-flower etc are invalid as they cannot lead us to serve some 

purpose. On the other hand, the cOgnitions of water etc. can be taken as 

valid if they can lead us to the quench of thirst etc which is the pragmatic 

value of the cognition. 

The second view is mainly forwarded by the Naiyayikas in India and 

known as correspondence theory of truth according to the. Western 

philosophers. To them, the cognition of snake} for example, will be taken as 

· valid if it occurs in· a place where there is really snake ness. Such veridical 

cognition is defined as tadvati tatprakarakain jnanam i.e., a cognition of an 

object whose qualifier remains there where the qualifier really exists. We 

may have knowledge of • snake in two ways - there may be the knowledge 

of a snake in a place of snake where there is really snakeness and the 

same knowledge may also occur in a place where there is the absence of . .., . 
snakeness. The former case is known as 'tadvati/atprakarakam jnanam'while . .....,.... . . 

-the tatter is called 'tadabhavavati tatprakarakam jnanam. To know an object 

I 
! 
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as such is prama or true cognition.24 The same view has been expressed 

by Ann am bhatta in his Tarkasamgraha and Dfpik8( 7advati tatprakarakah 

anubhavRyatharthah,. This view corresponds to the correspondence theory 
A • . 

of truth. · 

The third view is known as coherence theory of truth according to the 

Western thinkers which actually advocates the harmony of experience 
- " (samvaditva) with other experiences. In the Tattvakaumudi Santar~ita is 

in favour of such view when he says 'PramBI}ain avisainvadijnanain. 

There is a fourth view which resembles to the view of the Advaita 

school of Vedanta. According to this view, an awareness may be taken as 

true if it is non-contradicted (avadhita). This nature of uncontradictedness 

cannot be proved through the correspondence theory which actually depends 

on the method of coherence or sainvada.ln fact, the real correspondence is·· 

inferred between knowledge and reality with the nelp of harmony of 

experience. This can ascertain that the knowledge is absolutely free from 

error as it is not contradicted at that time. From this it does not follow that in 

future any contrary experience can falsify our present cognition. 

So far as the pragmatic theory of truth is concerned, it is argued by 

the Advaitins that from the fulfilment of our purpose (arthakriyakaritva) the 

truth of a cognition cannot be warranted. Because sometimes a false 

cognition can lead an individual_ to the successful activity. When an individual 

sees mistakenly that there is a jewel at a distance emitting lustre, he proceeds 

to the place thinking it a real silver and fortunately receives real jewel there. 

In this particular case the cognition of lustre in a jewel which is a false 

cognition leads us to the attainment of the jewel ~din this way it can satisfy 

our purpose. Though we come to know afterwards that the earlier cognition 

was false yet it serves our purpose. Hence, the Advaitins are in favour of the 

view that only conflict with the available data can prove the falsity of a 

cognition. The earlier conception was that the earth is stationary and the 

sun moves round the earth but afterwards this idea is abandoned as it 

conflicts with the astronomical data. Hence if something is contradicted then 

its falsity is proved.25 (vadhitav~ayatvana hi bhramatvam- Tattvapradlpika

citsukhi, p.218, Nirnay 1915). That is why, to the Advaitins a cognition which 

remains as uncontradicted (avadhita) is alone pram a. That is why, the term 

is included as an adjunct of the object which becomes the content of pram a, 
or valid cognition. 
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It has been stated earlier that Dharmar8ja Adhvarindra has not 

expressed his own opinion regarding the status of memory (smrt1). Hence,· 

he has given both the definitions - one including memory aJ1d another 

excluding memory. There is a controversy among different schools of Indian 

. Philosophy regarding this. The Mimamsakas think that memory cannot be . 

included 'under pram a ( na pramiinam smrtih - Prakaranapancika- 6.3). On 
• • I • , " 

. the other hand, the VaiS~ikas are of the opinion thatthere are four Wfl'/S of 

knowing-perception (Pratyaksa), inference (laingika), memory (smrt~ and 

intuitive (irsa). These four ~ys of knowing are accepted by Prai~tapada . ,.....-, 

in his bhasya which is called· Padarthadharmasam~graha. ( •Vidyapi 
. - • . _rr - ..._... 

caturVIdha- pratyaksa-langika-smrtya-salaksana). · 
• • A.,· .. • 

Though Dharmaraja has not taken any side regarding the· status of 

memory as Pram a, we may consider its acceptability as pramS. Let us accept·. 

a general principle that truth is the sole characteristic ~eature of knowledg.e. 

If it is so, memory, if remains as uncontradicted or non-dubious, mfl'/ be taken. 

· as knowledge or pramiiThe role of memory in revealing the past is inevitable. 

Only memory can reproduce the past faithfully. Somethingremembered is to 

.· . be taken as true on account of the fact that it is identical with the content of 

the past experience represented. But there remains always a doubt whether 

memory can represent the past accurately or not. Considering this point 

different philosophers are reluctant to admit it as a means of valid cognition. · 

Though there are problems in accepting memory as prams yet it is a distinct ... · 

. experience which is essential in our daily life. Therefore, such. experience is 

given a distinct name - smrti. The awareness which enlightens a new content 

is called knowledge proper (ambhiiti~) while the awareness reproducing 

·· · earlier content is called smrti. Thus 'novelty' ( anadhigatatva) has been taken 
. . . . 

as an essential quality of the coritent of valid cognition. 

The Naiyayikas differ on the point whether prama can cover the 

memory-cognition or not. We may discuss some of the arguments. of the 

philosophers who have accepted sm_rti as prams. 
The instrument of valid cognition (pramii) is called pramiiiJa ( tatra 

pramakaranam pram an am,.... Vedantaparibhasa). Though Dhar maraja has . . . 
given a particular definition of valid cognition after keeping a particular set 

of presuppositions in view, he remains silent about the instrumentality 

· (karanatva) and its nature. It is accepted that he has no new view about the . 
definition of instrument (kara[Ja). From this it follows he has accepted the 

position of his opponent (Purvapak~in) i.e. Nyaya-view which goes as 
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follows - 'vyaparavad asiidhiiranam karanam karanam. 'There are two types . . . 
of cause for the origination of a piece of cognition - one is called sadhara~a 

· - (common) and another is asadhiirar:ta (uncommon). The common causes are 

'corrimon' (sadhBrSl}a) because they are necessary in all effects. A set of 

calises like God, self, unseen factors, time etc is essential or invariable 

antecedent of all types of effect. That is why, they are called common causes 

(sadhirana karana). Apart from these, there are some special causes which . . 
are e~sential for a particular type of effect. As for example -sense-object-

contact (indriyarthasannikar~a) is. a special cause of perceptual cognition. It 

is called an uncommon cause (asadharana kiirana) on account of the fact . . 
that it is a cause specially required for perception, not for inferential cognition 

etc. In the same way, the cognition of the invariable relation (vyapt~ between 

a htHu and a sadhya is the cause only for generating inferential cognition, 

but not for perception etc. Hence, it is also called an uncommor;1 cause. 

(as8dh8rana karana) which is called karana (instrument). The uncommon . . . 
·cause alone cannot give rise to an effect if it is not associated with some 

operative process which is technically called vyapara. An eye alOne cannot 

reveal an object if there is no contact (sannikar~a) between eye and an object. 

An axe may be considered as an instrument (kara!la) of cutting if it is 

associated with the effect of pulling upward and downward 

(udyamanipatana). Hence the operative process is called an intermediate 

process technically known as vyapiira. It is defined in the following manner 

: 'Tajj811yatve sati tajjanyajanako vyaparah' . . An int~rmediate · operative 

process~ that which, being caused by something, becomes the generator 

of something. let us suppose there are three things - x·, y and z. If y being 

caused by x becomes the generator of z, y is called vyapara. If the instance 

of axe is taken into account, the phenomenon of lifting upward and putting 

downward (udyama-nipatana) being caused by an axe becomes trte 

generator of the action of cutting. In the case of the cognition of the existence 

of hetu pervaded by Vyapti in the Pak~a is called paramarsa ( vyapyasya 

paksavrttitvadhlh paramarsa ucyate. 26 - G. i:). In other words, the knowledge . . 
of the existence of the probans (hetu) which is qualified by invariable relation 

is Called p8fBm8fS8 (vyaptiviS~!a-pak~adh8fm Bfa-jnanam p8fBm 8fS81)). ZT 

The example is as follows 'vahnivyapyadhumavan parvata!J '( i.e., the. 

mountain is having smoke pervaded by fire). In this case~ there are two pieces 

of cognition- the existence of probans in the subject (pak~a) and of probans 

pervaded by invariable relation. As inferential cognition defined as a 

cognition arising out of paramarsa ( paramarsajanyam /nimamanumitif:j, 
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inferential cognition can be .taken as a result of paramarsa. Hence the role 

of Paramarsa is intermediary, because the knowledge In the form of 

Paramarsa being caused by the knowledge of invariable concommitance 

becomes the generator of inferential cognition. Hence it is the vyapara of 

inferential cognition. 

In the like manner, an uncommon cause associated with some 

operative proc&S$ is called a Pram~a i.e., the means of knowing. A 

Pram~a is such type of active and uncommon cause of pramii. 
It may be argued that memory or smrtimay .sometimes provide us a 

cognition which corresponds to reality. It is said by Annambhana that the 

memory is. of two types -veridical and non-veridical. That which is caused by 

veredical anubhava or right cognition or prama is called · non-veridical 

(. Smrtirapi dvividha - yathartha ayathartha oa iti. Pramajanya yathartha, . ~ . . 

apramai!Jya ayatharth8}28
• Hence one might think that smrti sometimes 

becomes right cognition and sometimes not. . 

The above-mentioned view needs the following clarification. 

Annambhatta in his Tarkasamgraha has divided cognition or buddhi into 
• • 1.. . 

two types· -.memory and anubhava (representative cognition) 

("sarvavyavaharahstu~ 9UI)8~ buddhil) jnanam sa dvividha~- Sm[ti~ 
anubhavah ca").29 The analysis of anubhava i.e. representative cognition 

is found in the theories of knowledge i.e. perceptual cognition, inferential 

cognition, cognition through comparison and testimonial knowledge. In this 

portion he has given the division of memory. 

Memory or recolleotive cognition is a reproductional state where we 

· do not find any thing new or novel. What is known is the reproduction of 

something belonging to the past cognition. This past cognition might have 

been veridical or not. If it were veridical, the corresponding recollection would 

also be veridical if represented in an undistorted way. If it. were non-veridical_, 

the recoll~cted entity would also be non-veridical But it should be borne in 

mind that the above-mentioned varities of memory-cognition-the veridical 

and the non-veridical cannot be described as prama (right cognition) and 

aprama (false cognition) respectively. Because, prama and aprama are two 

varities of anubhavawhich is one of the sub-types of Btlddhi. The other sub

class of the same is memory or smrti. Hence, the instrument (karara) of the 

veridical memory cannot be described as pramal}a ( means of valid 

cognition). This term pramal}a is used only in the context of the veridical 
- ()./ 

representative cognition (yathartha anubhava). The Nai~yAkas have 
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accepted four types of Pramii, the instruments of which are perception 

(pratyaksa), inference (anumana), comparison (upamiina) and verbal . / 

testimomy (sabda). 
As Annambha~ has accepted the veridical and non-veridical memory, 

it indicates that he recognises a .possibility of veridical memory-cognition 

after considering its value in our daily life. At least Anumbhat~ has given 

thought on this aspect considering the fact that all memory-cognitions are 

·not. taken fals~. However, the Naiyayikas ultimately did not include it under 

Pramans bechuse the recollected fact is not verifiable through external 

factors. as thelevent or incident is not repeated.a> 

The definition of Pram~a as accepted by Nyaya is supported by 

DharmarSja AdhvarTndra. To him prsma'!a is of six types : perception 

(pratyaksa), Inference (anum ana}, comparison (upamana), V&rbal testimony 

(agama): Presumption (arthapatti) and Non-cognition (ampalabdhi). 
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